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We	 characterize	 the	 THz	 generation	 of	 N-benzyl-2-methyl-4-nitroaniline	 (BNA),	with	 crystals	 ranging	 in	
thickness	 from	 123–700	 μm.	 We	 compare	 excitation	 using	 1250–1500-nm	 and	 800-nm	 wavelengths.	
Pumping	 BNA	 with	 both	 800-nm	wavelengths	 and	 longer	 near-infrared	 wavelengths	 results	 in	 a	 broad	
spectrum,	producing	out	to	6	THz	using	a	100-fs	pump,	provided	the	BNA	sample	is	thin	enough.	~200	μm	or	
thinner	crystals	are	required	to	produce	a	broad	spectrum	with	an	800-nm	pump,	whereas	~300	μm	crystals	
are	 optimal	 for	 broadband	 THz	 generation	 using	 the	 longer	 wavelengths.	We	 report	 the	 favorable	 THz	
generation	and	optical	characteristics	of	our	BNA	crystals	that	make	them	attractive	for	broadband,	high-
field	THz	generation,	and	we	also	find	significant	differences	to	BNA	results	reported	in	other	works.	 The	down-conversion	of	ultrafast	near-infrared	(NIR)	laser	pulses	via	optical	rectification	has	become	a	standard	method	to	generate	broadband	terahertz	(THz)	pulses.	Because	optical	rectification	involves	interacting	pump	and	generated	THz	waves	of	very	different	frequencies	inside	a	nonlinear	optical	(NLO)	crystal,	phase-matching	can	be	a	challenge.	The	phase-matching	condition	is	fulfilled	when	the	group	index	of	the	input	light	matches	the	phase	index	of	the	output	THz	wavelengths	[1].	With	the	optical	properties	of	a	particular	NLO	crystal,	we	can	identify	crystal	thicknesses	and	pump	wavelengths	that	lead	to	optimal	THz	generation.	To	date,	organic	NLO	crystals	like	DAST,	DSTMS,	and	OH1	[2],	and	more	recent	developments,	like	HMQ-TMS	[3]	and	EHPSI-4NBS	[4],	have	produced	the	strongest	THz	fields	due	to	very	good	phase-matching	with	1200-1600	nm	NIR	pump	wavelengths.	The	NLO	organic	salt	crystals	DAST	and	DSTMS	show	~10	MV/cm	generated	THz	fields	when	pumped	with	near-infrared	light	[2].	Nevertheless,	both	exhibit	a	detrimental	dip	in	THz	generation	dip	at	1	THz,	limiting	the	applicability	of	these	crystals	as	truly	broadband	THz	sources.	Complimentary	to	DAST	and	DSTMS,	the	hydrogen-bonded	OH1	crystal	displays	a	strong	generation	profile	from	0	to	3	THz	[2],	which	is	similar	to	tilted-pulse-front	THz	generation	with	LiNbO3	[5].	Several	studies	have	utilized	these	crystals	to	access	either	lower	(<3	THz)	or	higher	(>3	THz)	frequencies	and	resonantly	excite	specific	modes.		Crystalline	N-benzyl-2-methyl-4-nitroaniline	(BNA)	 is	another	 interesting	molecular	crystal	because	 it	 features	weaker	phonon	absorptions	in	the	THz	region	(compared	to	DAST,	DSTMS,	and	OH1).	Initially	designed	to	improve	the	crystallization	behavior	of	NLO	MNA	crystals,	BNA	has	been	tested	for	THz	generation	[6,	7].	THz	pulses	with	spectral	content	from	0	to	3	THz	were	obtained	via	optical	rectification	using	an	800-nm	pump	wavelength;	however,	ZnTe	 was	 used	 as	 an	 electro-optic	 (EO)	 detection	 crystal,	 which	 may	 have	 unnecessarily	 limited	 the	 detection	bandwidth	[6].	In	a	recent	study,	BNA	was	pumped	with	1150–1550	nm,	35	fs	pulses	to	produce	THz	with	spectral	content	from	0	to	7.5	THz	[7].	However,	a	significant	dip	in	the	THz	generation	spectrum	was	observed	at	~2	THz	at	all	the	tested	thicknesses	from	200	μm	to	2.9	mm.	In	this	letter,	we	pump	BNA	with	800-nm	and	1250-1500-nm	pump	pulses	and	report	the	THz	output	of	crystal	thicknesses	ranging	from	123	to	700	μm.	Previous	reports	have	shown	differences	in	BNA	crystals	produced	with	different	methods	[8],	and	we	show	that	in	our	crystals,	the	previously	reported	dip	in	THz	generation	at	2	THz	is	greatly	reduced.	This	results	in	a	broad,	smooth	THz	spectrum	from	0	to	6	THz.	We	also	report	improved	broadband	THz	generation	from	0	to	5	THz	when	thin	BNA	crystals	are	pumped	with	800-nm	light.	This	greatly	extends	the	applicability	of	BNA	with	Ti:Sapphire	laser	systems.	We	 also	 determine	 BNA	 absorption	 coefficients	 and	 refractive	 and	 group	 indices	 in	 the	 THz	 and	 NIR	 region,	revealing	important	differences	with	previously	reported	values	[9,	10].		BNA	crystals	with	thicknesses	ranging	from	123	to	700	μm	were	obtained	in	collaboration	with	THz	Innovations,	LLC.	To	test	THz	generation,	a	1-kHz	repetition-rate,	~100-fs	800-nm	Ti:Sapphire	laser	was	used	to	either	directly	pump	the	BNA	crystals	or	to	generate	IR	pump	wavelengths	(1250	to	1500	nm)	with	an	optical	parametric	amplifier	(OPA).	The	BNA	crystals	were	oriented	such	that	the	optic	axis	of	each	crystal	was	parallel	to	the	vertical	polarization	of	the	pump	beam.	After	the	THz	generator,	a	1-mm	thick	Teflon	filter	removed	the	remaining	infrared	and	visible	light.	The	THz	naturally	diverged,	and	then	was	focused	by	a	2-inch	diameter,	2-inch	effective	focal	length	off-axis	parabolic	mirror	to	roughly	a	500	μm	beam	radius.	At	the	focus,	the	electric	field	was	measured	using	electro-optic	sampling	 with	 800-nm	 probe	 pulses	 and	 a	 100-μm	 (110)	 GaP	 crystal	 bonded	 to	 a	 1-mm	 (001)	 GaP	 crystal.	Considering	the	absorption	in	the	Teflon	filter,	the	active	GaP	thickness,	and	the	probe	pulse	duration,	the	bandwidth	of	detection	is	limited	to	~6	THz.	Figure	1	shows	the	THz	generation	from	thin	BNA	crystals	with	the	specified	thicknesses	pumped	with	1250	nm	(Fig.	1(a))	and	800	nm	(Fig.	1(b)).	The	inset	to	Fig.	1(a)	shows	the	time	trace	for	a	183	μm	crystal	pumped	with	800	
nm	 (red)	 and	 1250	 nm	 (green).	 There	 are	 some	 important	 differences	 in	 these	 THz	 spectra	 compared	 to	 other	previous	work	[6,	7].	For	direct	comparison	to	recent	measurements	using	a	200-μm	thick	BNA	crystal	from	Ref.	[7],	the	dotted	purple	line	in	Fig.	1(a)	(with	arbitrary	amplitude)	shows	a	spectrum	with	a	large	hole	centered	at	~2	THz.	In	contrast,	the	dip	in	the	spectra	from	our	BNA	crystals	is	narrower	for	the	whole	range	of	thicknesses,	indicating	a	significant	difference	in	crystal	characteristics.	The	thinnest	of	our	high-quality	crystals	generates	a	very	broad	and	smooth	spectrum	extending	out	to	6	THz.	We	note	that	the	spectrum	from	Ref.	[7]	is	broader	due	to	a	shorter	laser	pulse	 duration	 and	 higher	 detection	 bandwidth,	 but	 this	 does	 not	 explain	 the	much	 larger	 dip	 in	 the	 spectrum,	apparently	due	to	differences	in	BNA	characteristics.	Due	to	the	prevalence	of	Ti:Sapphire	lasers,	we	also	tested	the	THz	output	of	these	thin,	high-quality	BNA	crystals	with	800-nm	pump	light	directly	from	the	laser.	In	Fig.	1(b),	we	see	narrower	and	more	peaked	THz	spectra,	with	the	maximum	spectral	amplitude	at	about	1.5	THz.	For	the	thinnest	crystals,	the	THz	frequency	content	extends	out	to	5.5	THz,	highlighting	useful	differences	compared	to	previous	measurements	of	thick	BNA	crystals	pumped	with	800-nm	light,	where	spectral	amplitude	died	out	at	3	THz	[6].	The	breadth	of	each	spectrum	is	clearer	in	the	normalized	inset	in	Fig.	1(b).	Thus,	even	with	an	800-nm	pump,	broadband	THz	fields	can	be	generated	with	BNA,	showing	a	useful	alternative	to	tilted-pulse-front	LiNbO3	THz	sources	[5].	The	THz	spectra	shown	in	Fig.	1	were	generated	using	8	mJ/cm2	and	1.7	mJ/cm2	fluences	for	Fig.	1(a)	and	(b)	respectively.	When	using	NLO	crystals	for	THz	generation,	saturation	effects	can	limit	the	maximum	field	strengths	achievable.	Figure	2	shows	pump-power	dependent	measurements	of	the	THz	output	for	different	pump	wavelengths,	over	a	larger	range	of	fluences	than	previously	reported	[7].	We	define		
	
Fig.	1.	THz	spectra	generated	from	BNA	crystals	of	varying	thickness	using	(a)	a	1250-nm	pump	and	(b)	800-nm	pump.	The	dashed	purple	line	in	(a)	is	THz	generated	from	a	200-μm	thick	BNA	crystal	with	a	35	fs,	1150-nm	pump,	as	reported	in	Ref.	[7].	The	inset	to	(a)	shows	time	traces	for	183	μm	crystal	pumped	with	1250	nm	(green)	and	800	nm	(red).	The	inset	to	(b)	shows	normalized	spectra	using	the	800-nm	pump.		
saturation	to	be	the	point	where	there	 is	no	 longer	a	 linear	relationship	between	pump	fluence	and	output	peak	electric	field.	To	aid	in	seeing	this,	in	Fig.	2(a)	we	fit	a	line	to	the	first	five	points	and	the	origin.	For	each	of	the	longer	wavelengths,	saturation	effects	begin	at	about	6	mJ/cm2,	and	for	800	nm,	they	begin	at	about	1	mJ/cm2.		We	note	that	the	generated	THz	increases	moving	from	1500	nm	to	1250	nm.	For	the	1500-nm	measurements,	the	two	highest	 fluences	 tested	were	enough	to	damage	the	crystal,	which	 is	why	the	 last	 two	measurements	at	 this	wavelength	show	a	decrease	in	electric	field	strength.	A	similar	damage	effect	is	seen	with	the	highest	800-nm	fluence	of	about	4	mJ/cm2.		In	Fig.	2(b),	we	used	a	pyroelectric	detector	to	measure	THz	output;	however,	our	detector	is	small	and	doesn’t	capture	 the	 full	 THz	 power.	 Thus,	we	 use	 arbitrary	 units	 in	 Fig.	 2(b),	 and	 the	 value	 is	 proportional	 to	 the	 THz	generation	efficiency.		
	
Fig.	2.	THz	output	vs.	fluence.	(a)	Peak-to-peak	electric	field	as	a	function	of	fluence.	Data	collected	using	EO	sampling	with	GaP.	Linear	fit-lines	were	determined	using	the	lowest	five	fluences	for	each	wavelength	and	the	origin.	Data	for	(b)	were	collected	using	a	pyroelectric	detector.			 To	better	understand	the	generated	THz	spectra,	and	for	a	comprehensive	comparison	to	previous	work	on	BNA,	we	extracted	the	THz	and	optical	properties	of	our	high-quality,	thin	crystals.	We	extracted	the	complex	refractive	index	of	BNA	from	0.5-5.5	THz	using	THz	time-domain	spectroscopy.	Figure	3	shows	the	real	part	of	the	(a)	refractive	index	and	(b)	absorption	coefficients	(dark	blue	lines),	along	with	Lorentz	oscillator	fits	(light-blue	dashed	lines).	The	solid	green	line	in	Fig.	3(b)	shows	the	NIR	absorption	coefficient,	with	an	average	value	of	4.3	cm-1	from	600	to	1800	nm	(note	the	upper	x-axis	indicating	wavelength).		Figure	3(a)	offers	a	comparison	with	previously	reported	values	of	the	THz	refractive	index	and	the	NIR	group	index	of	BNA	[9,	10].	The	filled	circles	with	error	bars	indicate	the	group	index	we	measure	with	an	autocorrelator	technique	 [11],	 and	 the	dash-dotted	 line	 shows	 the	group	 index	determined	 from	 fits	 to	 the	data	 in	Ref.	 [10].	A	comparison	between	NIR	group	index	and	THz	refractive	index	predicts	the	observed	increase	in	THz	generation	moving	from	1500-nm	down	to	1250-nm	pump	wavelengths	because	the	1250-nm	group	index	offers	better	phase	matching,	particularly	in	the	range	from	2.5	to	5.5	THz	(see	Fig.	2(a)).	An	extrapolation	of	the	NIR	group	index	data	and	comparison	with	our	refractive	index	data	suggests	that	near	ideal	phase	matching	for	THz	generation	would	be	possible	with	increasingly	common	1-micron	ultrafast	laser	sources.	Figure	3(a)	also	shows	that	800-nm	light	has	excellent	phase-matching	characteristics	below	2	THz,	which	leads	to	the	peak	in	generated	THz	spectra	seen	in	Fig.	1(b).	Because	the	coherence	length	scales	as	1/ν,	where	ν	is	the	frequency	of	the	THz	light,	the	worsened	phase-matching	characteristics	of	1250	to	1500	nm	light	with	0.5-2	THz	does	not	have	as	much	of	an	effect	as	the	mismatch	at	higher	frequencies	does	for	800-nm	pump	light.	Therefore,	only	thin	crystals	(<	200	μm	thick)	will	produce	significant	amounts	of	THz	radiation	from	~3-6	THz	when	pumped	with	800-nm	light.	Figure	3(b)	shows	the	largest	absorption	coefficient	of	BNA	at	~2.1	THz,	which	leads	to	the	dip	in	THz	generation	at	that	frequency.	Over	the	entire	range,	the	THz	absorption	is	less	than	200	cm-1,	and	at	no	other	point	from	0.5-5.5	
THz	does	BNA	have	an	absorption	coefficient	greater	than	150	cm-1;	this	is	one	reason	thin	BNA	produces	such	a	broad,	smooth	spectrum.	This	correspondingly	leads	to	only	small	changes	in	refractive	index,	rising	to	a	maximum	of	about	2.1	at	2	THz	and	going	to	a	minimum	of	about	1.93	at	2.4	THz.	The	absorption	coefficient	at	NIR	wavelengths	is	relatively	low,	as	seen	at	the	bottom	of	Fig.	4(b),	with	an	average	value	of	4.3	cm-1	from	600	to	1800	nm.		
	
Fig.	3.	(a)	The	THz	refractive	index	(solid	dark-blue	line)	and	NIR	group	index	(filled	green	circles).	The	lighter	dashed	line	indicates	 a	 Lorentz-oscillator	 fit	 to	 the	 refractive	 index.	 The	dotted	 green	 line	 shows	 the	 group	 index	 as	 a	 function	 of	wavelength	from	Ref.	[10].	(b)	Absorption	coefficient	of	BNA.	The	solid	dark	blue	line	indicates	the	THz	absorption	with	the	lighter	 dashed	 line	 indicating	 the	 Lorentz-oscillator	 fit.	 The	 solid	 green	 line	 shows	 the	NIR	 absorption	 coefficient	 as	 a	function	of	wavelength,	with	an	average	value	of	4.3	cm-1.	The	light	grey	dotted	lines	in	(a)	and	(b)	show	THz	data	from	Ref.	[9].		 The	THz	refractive	index	and	absorption	coefficient	values	we	report	here	differ	slightly	from	what	has	been	previously	reported	in	Ref.	[9]	(see	the	dotted	grey	lines	in	Fig.	3).	However,	neither	of	the	previously	reported	THz	refractive	indices	of	(001)	oriented	BNA	reflect	the	THz	generation	spectra	we	observe	here.	Our	new	refractive	index	data	also	explain	the	large	observed	spectral	differences	when	pumping	BNA	with	800-nm	light	compared	to	longer	wavelengths.	We	also	clearly	see	the	effects	of	the	larger	absorption	feature	at	2.1	THz,	the	smaller	absorption	feature	at	 3.3	 THz,	 and	 an	 absence	 of	 any	 other	 significant	 absorption	 features.	 This	 all	 suggests	 that,	 understandably,	differences	in	BNA	characteristics	will	lead	to	differences	in	THz	generation.	Finally,	we	comment	on	the	recently	reported	peak	electric-field	strength	of	8	MV/cm	for	BNA	[7].	In	that	report,	Kerr	measurements	in	diamond	were	used	to	determine	this	unusually	high	electric-field	strength	produced	from	a	mid-range	amplified	laser	system.	To	evaluate	the	validity	of	using	diamond	for	THz	detection,	we	measured	the	THz	electric	field	with	widely	used	electro-optic	detection	in	GaP,	then	measured	again	using	250-μm	thick	diamond	for	Kerr	effect	measurements.	The	measured	probe	phase	shift	(∆𝜙)	is	shown	in	Fig.	4,	with	the	extracted	electric	field	indicated	on	the	right	axis.	The	standard	EO-sampling	measurement	yielded	a	peak	electric	field	of	300	kV/cm,	while	the	 diamond	measurement	 yielded	 a	 peak	 electric	 field	 of	 1.6	MV/cm,	 about	 5	 times	 greater	 than	 EO-sampling	indicates.	Presumably,	a	larger	recovered	field	in	diamond	could	result	due	to	better	phase-matching	between	the	THz	and	800-nm	probe	light,	leading	to	a	better	measurement	of	higher	frequency	components.	The	Kerr	effect	signal	is	proportional	to	E(t)2,	and	so	in	the	inset	we	overlay	the	normalized	diamond	signal	with	the	square	of	the	EO-signal	for	comparison.	We	find	that	while	the	general	structure	of	the	two	signals	is	comparable,	there	are	however	much	higher	 frequency	 components	 present	 in	 the	 EO-signal	 that	 appear	 to	 be	 lost	 in	 the	 diamond	 Kerr	 effect	measurement.	We	fear	that	until	a	more	complete	characterization	of	THz	diamond	Kerr	effect	measurements	can	be	carried	out,	peak	electric	field	measurements	based	on	this	method	may	unnecessarily	inflate	reported	values.			
		
Fig.	4.	THz	Kerr	effect	signal	in	diamond	produced	from	BNA	pumped	with	1250-nm	light.	The	right	axis	shows	potentially	exaggerated	 electric	 field	 based	 on	 this	 measurement.	 Inset:	 Overlay	 of	 the	 diamond	 Kerr	 signal	 and	E(t)2	 from	 EO-sampling.		 In	conclusion,	BNA	is	an	excellent	option	for	creating	a	smooth,	broadband	spectrum	for	THz	spectroscopy.	With	no	absorption	features	above	200	cm-1	and	good	phase-matching	with	1250-nm	NIR	light,	BNA	crystals	can	produce	significant	amounts	of	THz	between	0-6	THz.	However,	as	we	compare	THz	generation	and	optical	properties	of	our	THz	crystals	with	other	published	data,	we	see	that	differences	in	BNA	crystals	can	result	in	less	optimal	spectral	properties.		Furthermore,	thin,	high-quality	BNA	crystals	pumped	with	the	800-nm	output	of	common	Ti:Sapphire	amplifiers	can	also	produce	intense,	broadband	THz	pulses.	This	capability	provides	a	broader	bandwidth,	high-field	alternative	to	LiNbO3-based	THz	sources.		
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